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A DIFFEOMORPHISM f : M-+ M of a compact C” manifold is called Q-stable if there is 
a neighborhood N offin the C’ topology such that g E N implies there is a homeomorphism 
cp(g) from the non-wandering set of ,L sZ(fl to the non-wandering set of g, n(g) which 
satisfiesg 0 cp(g) = q(g) 0J 
If we consider C”(!& M) the space of continuous maps from Q to M and require that 
9 be a function from N to C”(Q M) which is continuous at f and satisfies rp(f) = i, the 
inclusion map from Q(f) to M, then f is called strongly &mble. Smale [IO] provides 
sufficient conditions for a diffeomorphism to be strongly Q-stable. Whether or not these 
conditions are necessary is an important open question. 
In this paper we strengthen the definition of R-stability by assuming that cp is differ- 
entiable at J: We show that Smale’s conditions are still sufftcient for this “differentiable 
R-stability ” and that if one adds a further property to differentiable Q-stability, Smale’s 
conditions are necessary as well as sufficient. 
Recall that a diffeomorphism is said to satisfy Axiom A if 
(1) There is a continuous splitting of the restriction of the tangent bundle to Q(f), 
TM, = E” @ E” which is preserved by the derivative DjI 
(2) There exist constants C > 0 and ;I E (0, 1) and a Riemannian metric Ij ~1 on TM 
such that llDf”(u) (/ I CL”Ijulj for v E E” and IZ 2 0 and 
IIDf”(u)ll 2 C-‘2-“lIull for v E E”andn 2 0. 
(3) The periodic points ofJare dense in Q(j). 
Smale [lo] showed that Axiom A and the “ no-cycle condition” (which we will not 
need to consider in detail) are sufficient to imply strong !&stability. 
Definition. A diffeomorphism f : M -+ M will be called dzjkentiubly &table if there 
is a neighborhood N offin Diff’(M) and a function cp : N + C”(Q M) such that 
(1) If g E N, q(g) is an Q-conjugacy between f and g, i.e. g 0 cp(g) = cp(g) of, and 
cp(g) is a homeomorphism of sZcf> onto R(g). 
(2) cp(f) = i, the inclusion of n(f) in M, and y is differentiable atf. 
When we have a differentiably Q-stable diffeomorphism f we will want to consider a 
metric on N and a metric on C”(R, M) defined using a metric p on M which arises from a 
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Riemannian metric on M. If gl, g2 E N we define cl(g, , g2) = sup p(g,(x), g2(.x)) and if 
.WM 
h, , /72 E C”(R, M) we define d(h, , h2) = sup p(k,(x), k,(x)). We can now state our main 
xesl 
result as follows. 
THEOREM 1. /f‘f is a d@erentiably Q-stable diffeomorphism and satisjies the condition 
(a) There is a constant K > 0 such that 
d(W), i) I KdcJ; g) for all g E N, 
then .f satisjies Axiom A aud the no-cycle property. Conversely if f is a dl~eomorphism 
satisfyitlg Axiom A and the no-cycle property then f is differentiably S&stable and f satisJies 
condition (a). In fact in this case the function cp is di#erentiable on a neighborhood of $ 
in this theorem one would like to eliminate the necessity for condition (a). Failing 
this we give an infinitesimal condition equivalent to condition (a). Recall that the derivative 
of cp at .f; DF~ is a map from the Banach space of C’ sections of the bundlef*(TM) to the 
Banach space r,’ of continuous sections in TM,. 
THEOREM 2. [f',f is a di~erentiab~y M-stable dl~eor~~or~~~~srn then ,f satisfies condition 
{a) if’ ai& only if Dv~ is bounded in the Co norm, i.e. there is a C > 0 such that 
~lDc~f(~)!‘~ < C supjjr&x)ll where 11 11 is the Riema~n~un metric on M, jj /$ is the sup izorm 
ssM 
on l-*0, and q is arfy C’ scrtion in f*(TM). 
We proceed with the proofs of both of these theorems through a series of lemmas. 
If as above rQo denotes the space of continuous sections in liM, with the sup norm, we 
define the adjoint map of A f’ : r,’ -+ Tao by f*(y) = Df 0 y o.f-‘. The proof of the fol- 
towing lemma depends heavily a special case due to Mather [6] and was shown to me by 
J. Robbin. 
LEMMA t . 4f.f E Diff’t~~ has o&y hyperbul~c periodic points a& if Per(,f) is dense in 
Q(,f) then ,f‘satis~es Axiom A if and only if (I -,f #) : rQo -P Too is an isomorp~?ism, where I 
is the identity map 011 I?,“. 
Proqf: lff satisfies Axiom A it is easy to check thatf” is hyperbolic: so I is not in the 
spectrum off” and hence (I -,f”) is an isomorphism. 
To prove the converse we let B be the compiexification of rfio, i.e. B =(yl + iy,j y,, 
y2 E lYQo) considered as a complex vector space with norm defined by j/y1 + Qiiz /I2 = 
swCilyltx)llz + M4112h Let ,513 -+ B be defined by L(y, + Q2) =,f”(rl) + if”(y2). Clearly 
En 
(L - Z): B+ B is an isomorphism so there exists c > 0 such that ll(L - Z)(y)/\ 2 3cIi?/I for 
all y E B. 
Claim. There is a positive constant c’ such that for any complex number I with 12 1 = I, 
!l(t - AZ)(y) 1: 2 <‘l/y/j for all y E B. To prove this claim we first choose an integer n > 0 
such that .! < 42. Let A, = periodic points off isolated in Q(f) with period 5 2n -t- I and 
n 
let A = Q(f) - A2,. A is a closed invariant set and periodic points with period > 2n + 1 
are dense in A, because A0 must be finite since all periodic points are hyperbolic. 
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Let B = (y E B/y(x) = 0 for x E A,;-. We now show Il(L - I.Z)(y)i; > clly !I for y E 8. 
Suppose to the contrary jl(L - I_Z)(y)II < c for some y E B with jay’! = 1. Then there is a 
periodic point p with period greater than 2n + I such that Ily(p)lj > k. Choose a neighbor- 
hood W of p such that ,fk(~a) n,f’(w) =C/I for --I? < k < 1 I n. Let fl: W -[O, l] be a con- 
tinuous function with compact support such that p(p) = 1 and define p : M-+ [0, l] by 
p(x)=Oifx# fi ,f’(W)andp(x)= --n<i<n. 
izz -n 
Let q = ,~cy E B. Then 
and 
V&I) - ? II = ll(P o f-‘MY) - PYII 
Setting q’ = q/j/q 11, the two inequalities above would give /IL($) - 11’ j/< 3~11~’ I( which con- 
tradicts our previous assertion that JIL(y) - 1’ /I 2 3c lly /I for all y E 8. If B’ = {y E BI y(x) = 0 
for all x E A} then B = l?Q B’ since A and A, are disjoint closed sets. Since A, 
consists of a finite number of hyperbolic periodic points, ,f” : B’ + B’ is hyperbolic so there 
is an 6, such that ljL(y) - Ay// 2 or lly// for all complex numbers i, of absolute value I and 
all y E B’. If 6’ = min(E, cl) and 2 is a complex number with 1 A 1 = 1 then iIL(y) - 1.y ‘1 2 E’ l]y /I 
for all y E B. This completes the proof of the claim. 
From the claim it follows that the spectrum of L, (a(L)) is disjoint from 
S, ={AECI l/I] = 11. 
For suppose to the contrary that cr.(L) n S, # 4. We know 1 $a(L) so we can choose 
i E S, which is a boundary point of a(L). Since il(L - Al)y 11 2 &‘IIy I], (L - 1J)B is a proper 
closed subspace of B so there is a y,, E B whose distance 6 from (L - EJ)B is > 0. Let 
Q = {y E BI I/y jl < 2 llyO I!/&}. It is easily seen that if j p I < t’/2 then 
Yo#(L-(A+PY)@-P) 
and if I /?I < &‘/2lly, (:, then y0 +! (L - (I. + p)I)(Q). Hence 
I B I < mW/2,~6’/2 llh I!) 
implies ,I + p E a(L) which contradicts the assumption that 2 is a boundary point of a(L). 
Thus we have shown a(L) n S1 = 4, i.e. L is hyperbolic. From this one can show precisely 
as Mather [6] does thatf satisfies Axiom A. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Iff : M+ M is Cl-stable then (I -,f#) is injective. 
ProoJ By a result of Pugh [8] the diffeomorphisms whose periodic points are dense 
in their non-wandering sets form a residual subset of D@(M), Hence sincefis R-stable it 
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must have this property. Suppose (I -f#)(y) = 0 and y # 0. Then there is a p E Per(f) 
such that y(p) # 0. Sincefis R-stable p must be a hyperbolic periodic point [3; Theorem 1, 
for example]. If rP is the space of sections of TM1 orb(p) it is easy to see thatf# :r,, + rP 
is hyperbolic so (Z-f”) : r,, + r, is an isomorphism. But if 9 = y 1 orb(p) then 9 # 0 E rP 
but (Z-f”)(f) = 0 so we have contradicted the assumption that (Z-f”) is not injective. 
Supposefis differentiably R-stable and let X = {y o,f-’ )g E N} so X is a neighborhood 
of the identity in Diff ‘(M). Let $ : X+ C”(R, M) be given by $(k) = cp(k of). Since cp is 
differentiable at f, II/ is differentiable at id. We can assume that X is open so it has the 
structure of a Banach manifold. C”(O, M) is also a Banach manifold. 
LEMMA 3. Zf f is dzfirentiably Q-stable and ~1: FM’ -+ rno ’ IS given by a(q) = the restric- 
tion of q to d then a = (Z-f “) 0 Dtii, . l-w1 denotes the space of C' sections in TM. 
Proof. We choose U a chart in C”(R, M) containing i, and we pick a particular isomor- 
phism of U with an open set in the Banach space on which C”(S& M) is modelled which 
carries i to o. We can use this identification to define addition on some smaller neighbor- 
hood of i, V in U, so that the sum (or difference) of any two elements of V will lie in U. 
Now define E: X x V+ U by E(k, h) = k 0 f 0 h 0 f-l - h. For this to be well defined it 
may be necessary to shrink the size of both X and V so we assume this to have been done. 
The function E is differentiable because the function which maps (k, h) to k 0 f 0 h 0 f-l 
is differentiable. This can be seen because it is the composition of the map (k, h) + 
(k, f 0 h 0 f -‘) E X x V followed by the map (k, h) + k 0 h E U. The first of these is easily 
shown to be differentiable (see [I ; 11.2 and 1 I .3]). These same results from [l] show that 
both partials of the second map exist and it is not difficult to show they are continuous, so 
the second map is also differentiable (cf. [2; Exercise 9(b) in Section 8.121). We proceed 
to calculate the partial derivatives of E at the point (id, i). D,E(id, i) : TX,, -+ TU, and 
D,E(id, i) : TU, + TUi . TX,, is simply rM1, the space of C’ sections of TM with the C’ 
norm, and TU, is simply rn” (see [l] for this). Now E(k, i) = k 0 f 0 i o.f-’ - i = kl R. 
So D,E(id, i) is the map which assigns to each element of r,’ its restriction to Q. Let 
cc = D,E(id, i) . E(id, h) = f 0 h o.f-’ - h so D,E(id, i)(y) = Df 0 y of-’ - y = cf” - Z)(y). 
Notice that E(k, G(k)) = k 0 f 0 cp(k 0 f) o.f-l - q(k of) = i. Differentiating at k = id 
we obtain D,E(id, i) + D,E(id, i) 0 D$i, = 0 or a + cf” - Z) o DIG/,, = 0 socl = (Z-f *) 0 D$,. 
Thus the range of (Z -f #) contains the C’ sections of TM, which form a dense subset of 
rno. 
LEMMA 4. Zf f is dzrerentiably R-stable and satis$es condition (a) qf Theorem 1 then 
there is a constant C > 0 such that IIDI,!J&~)/)~ < C ~;l/q(x)II for any C’ section q in TM. 
Recall that r” denotes the space of C’ sections in TM with the C’ sup norm. Let 
exp : TM -+ M be the exponential map arising from the Riemannian metric on M. We can 
define Exp : r,’ --* C’(M, M) by Exp(q) = exp 0 q and Exp, : r,’ + Co@, M) will be given 
by exp 0 y. Exp is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of o in r,’ onto a neighborhood 
of id in Diff’(M) which is an open subset of C’(M, M) and Exp, is a diffeomorphism of a 
neighborhood of o in rn” onto a neighborhood of i in C”(R, M). Hence for some neigh- 
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borhood W of o in FM’ the map $ : W+ Tao given by $ = Exp,’ 0 II/ 0 Exp is well defined. 
Also D$, = D$,, : rM1 -+ r,‘. 
Condition (a) of Theorem 1 implies that there is a constant K such that 
d($(k), i) < Kd(k, id) 
for k in some neighborhood of id in Diff’(M). If 11 j/ is the Riemannian metric on A4 and 
q E rM1, y E rno let 
lltl II0 = ~,“MP II n(x) I! and IIY II0 ;,“,“P IVY II. 
If?! E FM1, Il~llo is sufficiently small and k = Exp(q) then 
d(k, id) = IlExp-‘(k) /lo = llr I/o. 
Also d(ll/(k), i) = ]IExp-‘($(k))j10 = I@(~)ilO. Hence ~i$(~>Ilo < Kllqj!, for all n for which 
$(q) is defined and for which /Iv /lo is sufficiently small, say if IIr] /!o < a. 
Let I/ [I1 be the usual C’ norm on F,,‘. $ is differentiable at o E f,’ and this means 
given any 6 > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that lID$,(y) - $(q)II, < 4igjj, if llr,llr < 6. Now if 
\\~l(~ < a let E = Il~llo/ilrII1 and choose 6 so the above equation holds with this value of 6. 
Choose r > 0 so small that if $ = rq then j/q’/jI < 6. We now have 
II D$dr’) ilo 2 IID$oW) - $61’) llo + II&V’) /IO 
I 6 IWIll + mllo 
~ r lhll 
j-$ II? 111 + rKllrll10. 
so 
llD$o(rr) II0 2 W + l)rllq Ilo. 
Factoring out the r we get 
ilD$ddllo 5 W + l)ll?ll~ for all rl. 
Recall that DI,&~ = D1c/,d. 
LEMMA 5. If f .is differentiably R-stable and there is a constant C > 0 such that 
I(D$&) Ilo < Csup(I~(x)jl for UN q E rM1, then f satisfies Axiom A. 
XEM 
Proof. If r, ’ is the space of continuous sections in TM with norm /j /lo then FM’ 
is dense in FM0 and hence the above equation implies D$,, : r,’ -+ rno extends uniquely 
by continuity to a linear map L : rMo + rno. The map c( : rM1 + l?,’ being simply restriction 
also extends uniquely to the restriction map A : rMo --t rno. We now have the equation 
A = (I-f #) 0 L since by Lemma 3, a = (Z-f ") 0 DIG/,, which implies this equation holds 
for a dense subset of the domain and all functions are continuous. Thus since A is sur- 
jective, (I -,f*) must be also. By Lemma 2, (Z - f*) is injective so in fact (I - f”) is an 
isomorphism. 
Since f is a-stable all its periodic points must be hyperbolic (see [3] for example). 
By a result of Pugh [8] the set of diffeomorphisms whose periodic points are dense in their 
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non-wandering sets is a residual subset of Diff’(M), hence since f is n-stable it must have 
this property. We can now apply Lemma 1 to conclnde that ,f satisfies Axiom A. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose B is a Banach space, U is an open neighborhood of o in B, and 
F: U + B is a diffeomorphism onto an open set which has o as a hyperbolic jxed point. Then 
there is a constant K and a neighborhood V of o such that if G : U -+ F hasjixed point y E V, 
Iy i < KIFCy) - yil = KIIRy) - GbN. 
Proqf: Since F has o as a hyperbolic fixed point (DFO - Z) is an isomorphism. So on 
some neighborhood V’ of o, F - Z is a diffeomorphism. Hence there is a constant q > 0 
such that li(F - Z)(y)ii 2 q/jyiI if y is in V, some smaller neighborhood of o. If K = l/q 
then liyli -=I KIIJYY) - yll = !IFCY> - GCy)l!. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If f is differentiably R-stable and satisfies condition (a) it follows 
from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 that f satisfies Axiom A. Palis [7] proves that iffis Q-stable 
and satisfies Axiom A, it also satisfies the no-cycle property. 
To prove the converse we note that by Lemma I (Z-f*) is an isomorphism. As in 
Lemma 3 let ZJ be a chart in C”(R, M) which contains i and choose X a neighborhood of 
id in Diff’(M)and V a neighborhood of i in C”(Q M) sufficiently small that E : X x V+ U 
is well defined. E is a C’ function on some neighborhood of (id, i) since both its partials 
exist and are continuous. D,E(id, i) = (,f” - I) which is an isomorphism. Hence by the im- 
plicit function theorem (see Z, $5 of [5] for example) there is a C’ function $ defined on some 
neighborhood X’of id in Diff’(M) such that E(k, I+!@)) = i, that is (k 0 f) 0 Ii/(k) o,f-' = t+k(k)i 
for VEX. Let N=jko,f(kEX’}anddefine cp:N + C”(Q, M) by cp(k 0.f) = I/@). Then if 
g E N, g 0 (p(g) 0 f-’ = g. Since f satisfies Axiom A, by (8.7) of [9] f] 0 is expansive. Let 
t be the expansive constant. By Smale’s result [lo], if g is sufficiently C1 close to,fthen there 
is an a-conjugacy between f and g which is close to i. We assume that N is sufficiently 
small that for g EN this conjugacy exists and is within c/2 of i. We also choose N small 
enough that for g E N, d(cp(g), i) < c/2. Suppose g E N and h : n(f) --f n(g) is the topological 
conjugacy guaranteed by Smale’s theorem. Since Per(f) is dense in Qy?, (p(g)(sZ(f)) c R(g). 
We consider lr-’ 0 q(g) : Q(f) + Q(f). W-l 0 dd), 9 5 4/l-’ 0 cp(d,dd) + d(rpW, 9 < 6. 
Also ,f” 0 k-’ o q(g)(x) = h-’ o q(g) o,f”(x) for all x E sZcf> and all n, so d(f” 0 /z-l 0 q(g)(x), 
,f”(x)) < c. Hence since f ( n(f) is expansive h-’ 0 q(g)(x) = x for all x E n(f), i.e. q(g) is a 
topological conjugacy. We have shown that f is differentiably R-stable. 
To show that ,f satisfies condition (a) we define F: C”(Q M) + C”(Q M) by F(h) = 
fo fl o,f-' and G: C”(R, M)+ C”(Q, M) by G(Zz) = g 0 h o.f-‘. F has a hyperbolic 
fixed point at i. Since we are interested in a local property we can apply Lemma 6 and 
obtain a neighborhood I/ of i in C”(Q, M) and a constant K > 0 such that if q(g) E V, 
d(rp(g), i) _< Kd(F(cp(g)), G(cp(g))). This can be done since q(g) is a fixed point for G. 
d(F(qP(g)), G(q(g))) I d(f, g) however, so d(cp(g), i) 5 Kd(f, g) and hence f satisfies condition 
(a). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If f is differentiably R-stable and satisfies condition (a) then 
Lemma 4 asserts that Dlj/i, is bounded in the Co norm. Since I,!@) = cp(k 0 f) it follows that 
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Dq/(rl) = D&(v of-‘) f or any q ef*(TM) so D4~f is also bounded in the Co norm. Con- 
versely if Dqf is bounded in the Co norm then so is Dtiid so by Lemma 5,fsatisfies Axiom A. 
By Palis’ result [7] it also satisfies the no-cycle property and hence we can apply Theorem 1 
to show f satisfies condition (a). 
Remark. Theorem 1 can be slightly generalized to give a result about invariant sets 
as follows : 
Suppose A is a compact invariant set off: M -+ M which is equal to the closure of its 
set of periodic points and which contains only hyperbolic periodic points. If there is a 
neighborhood N off in Diff l(M) and a function cp : N + C”(A, M) such that 
(1) cp(f) = i the inclusion of A in M and cp is differentiable atf, 
(2) If g E N, g 0 q(g) = p(g) of, and 
(3) There is a constant K > 0 such that d(cp(g), i) < KdV; g) for all g E N, then A is an 
Invariant hyperbolic set. 
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 1. Notice it is not necessary to assume 
(p(g) is a homeomorphism. It will follow using expansiveness that if we shrink N, rp(g) will 
be a homeomorphism from A to a compact g-invariant set. 
Question. Is it possible to replace the hypothesis in Theorem 1 that cp is differentiable 
by the assumption that cp is Lipschitz in the C’ metric atf? This would impove the theorem 
since the hypothesis that d(cp(g), i) < Kdcf, g) implies that cp is Lipschitz in the C’ metric. 
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